
Minutes of Jan. 6, 2018 Reorganization meeting of Witness Commission 

Attendees: Peg Over (chair), Michelle Clapper, Peggy McFarland, Paula Knudsen Burke, Greg 

Laszakovits (pastoral liaison) 

Items of discussion: 

 Meeting schedule for 2018: Peg said the Commission met last year during daytime hours 

and queried Paula about her availability. Paula responded she works in Harrisburg and 

daytime meetings are more difficult. Peg suggested the first Wednesday evening of each 

month appeared to be manageable for all participants (6 pm). However, for January the 

meeting will be Jan. 24 at 6 p.m. There will be no February meeting and the regular 

meeting schedule will begin with a March 7 6 p.m. meeting. 

 Commission vacancy: Peg asked Commission members for names of possible 

replacements for Naomi Kraenbring, who resigned her Commission position due to 

overscheduling concerns. Peg suggested a man as replacement to bring gender diversity 

to the Commission. Peg will check with Board Chair Nancy Hivner about the appropriate 

manner of filling the vacancy. Will Gifts/Discernment take action, etc? 

 Secretary and Vice-President roles: Paula volunteered for the role of Secretary.  

Discussion about whether Peggy should serve as Vice-President given her employment at 

ECHOS, a beneficiary of the Witness Commission distribution. Decision tabled until 

January 24 meeting. 

 Conflict of interest policy: Commission membership discussed, including whether a 

member’s employment status or membership in a board of directors should be a 

consideration for Witness Commission. Discussion of when recusal is appropriate, 

particularly on matters of financial distribution. Also discussion of representation at 

United Churches of the Elizabethtown Area (UCEA) – should staff member of a 

beneficiary organization also represent ECOB at ECEA? Pastor Greg noted all 

commissions have the ability to work through these challenges in good faith, Christian 

love, honesty, and patience and encouraged the Commission to continue the conversation. 

Methods of choosing beneficiaries discussed, but no “best practices” identified. 

 Appointment of members: Discussion about inviting Anne Garber, chair of 

Gifts/Discernment, to talk about invitation process, needs of Commission. 
 


